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ABSTRACT. We construct an equivariant microlocal lift for locally sym-
metric spaces. In other words, we demonstrate how to lift, in a “semi-
canonical” fashion, limits of eigenfunction measures on locally sym-
metric spaces to Cartan-invariant measures on an appropriate bundle.
The construction uses elementary features of the representation theory
of semisimple real Lie groups, and can be considered a generalization
of Zelditch’s results from the upper half-plane to all locally symmetric
spaces of noncompact type. This will be applied in a sequel to settle
a version of the quantum unique ergodicity problem on certain locally
symmetric spaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General starting point: the semi-classical limit on Riemannian
manifolds. Let Y be a compact Riemannian manifold, with the associated
Laplace operator∆ and Riemannian measuredρ. An important problem
of harmonic analysis (or mathematical physics) onY is understanding the
behaviour of eigenfunctions of∆ in the large eigenvalue limit. The equidis-
tribution problem asks whether for an eigenfunctionψ with a large eigen-
valueλ, |ψ(x)| is approximately constant onY . This can be approached
“pointwise” and “on average” (bounding‖ψ‖L∞(Y ) and‖ψ‖Lp(Y ) in terms
of λ, respectively), or “weakly”: asking whether as|λ| → ∞, the proba-
bility measures defined bydµ̄ψ(x) = |ψ(x)|2 dρ(x) converge in the weak-*
sense to the “uniform” measuredρ

vol(Y )
. For example, Sogge [19] derivesLp

bounds for2 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and in the special case of Hecke eigenfunctions on
hyperbolic surfaces, Iwaniec and Sarnak [11] gave a non-trivialL∞ bound.
Here we will consider the weak-* equidistribution problem for a special
class of manifolds and eigenfunctions.
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A general approach to the weak-* equidistribution problem was found
by Šnirel′man [18]. To an eigenfunctionψ he associates a distributionµψ
on the unit cotangent bundleS∗Y projecting toµ̄ψ on Y . This construc-
tion (the “microlocal lift”) proceeds using the theory of pseudo-differential
operators and has the property that, for any sequence{ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y )
with eigenvaluesλn tending to infinity, any weak-* limit of theµn = µψn is
a probability measure on the unit tangent bundleS∗Y , invariant under the
geodesic flow. Since any weak-* limit of theµn projects to a weak-* limit
of the µ̄n, it suffices to understand these limits; Liouville’s measuredλ on
S∗Y plays here the role of the Riemannian measure onY .

This construction has a natural interpretation from the point of view of
semi-classical physics. The geodesic flow onY describes the motion of a
free particle (“billiard ball”). S∗Y is (essentially) thephase spaceof this
system, i.e. the state space of the motion. In this setting one calls a function
g ∈ C∞(S∗Y ) anobservable. The state space of the quantum-mechanical
billiard is L2(Y ), with the infinitesimal generator of time evolution−∆.
“Observables” here are bounded self-adjoint operatorsB : L2(Y ) → L2(Y ).
Decomposing a stateψ ∈ L2(Y ) w.r.t. the spectral measure ofB gives
a probability measure on the spectrum ofB (which is the set of possible
“outcomes” of the measurement). The expectation value of the “measuring
B while the system is in the stateψ” is then given by the matrix element
〈Bψ,ψ〉. In the particular case whereB is a pseudo-differential operator
with symbolg ∈ C∞(S∗Y ), we think ofB as a “quantization” ofg, and
any such aB will be denotedOp(g).

We can now describe Šnirel′man construction: it is given byµψ(g) =
〈Op(g)ψ, ψ〉. This indeed lifts̄µψ, since forg ∈ C∞(Y ) we can takeOp(g)
to be multiplication byg. If the ψ are taken to be eigenfunctions then,
asymptotically, this construction does not depend on the choice of “quanti-
zation scheme,” that is to say, on the choice of the assignmentg 7→ Op(g).
Indeed, ifB1, B2 have the same symbol of order 0, and−∆ψ = λψ (i.e. “ψ
is an eigenstate of energyλ”) then one has〈(B1 −B2)ψ, ψ〉 = O(λ−1/2).

On a philosophical level we expect that at the limit of large energies, our
quantum-mechanical description to approach the classical one. We will not
formalize this idea (the “correspondence principle”), but depend on it for
motivating our main question, whether ergodic properties of the classical
system persist in the semi-classical limit of the “quantized” version:

Problem 1.1. (Quantum Ergodicity) Let{ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ) be an orthonor-
mal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian.

(1) What measures occur as weak-* limits of the{µ̄n}? In particular,

when does̄µn
wk-*−−−→
n→∞

dρ hold?
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(2) What measures occur as weak-* limits of the{µn}? In particular,

when doesµn
wk-*−−−→
n→∞

dλ hold?

Definition 1.2. Call a measureµ on S∗Y a (microlocal)quantum limitif
it is a weak-* limit of a sequence of distributionsµψn associated, via the
microlocal lift, to a sequence of eigenfunctionsψn with |λn| → ∞.

In this language, the main problem is classifying the quantum limits of
the classical system, perhaps showing that the Liouville measure is the
unique quantum limit. As formalized by Zelditch [23] (for surfaces of con-
stant negative curvature) and Colin de Verdière [2] (for generalY ), the best
general result known is still:

Theorem 1.3. Let Y be a compact manifold,{ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ) an or-
thonormal basis of eigenfunctions of∆, ordered by increasing eigenvalue.
Then:

(1) (Weyl’s law; see e.g. [9])1
N

∑N
n=1 µn

wk-*−−−→
N→∞

dλ holds with no fur-

ther assumptions.
(2) (Šnirel′man-Zelditch-Colin de Verdière) Under the additional as-

sumption that the geodesic flow onS∗Y is ergodic, there exists a

subsequence{nk}∞k=1 of density1 s.t.µnk
wk-*−−−→
k→∞

dλ.

Corollary. For this subsequence,̄µnk
wk-*−−−→
k→∞

dρ.

It was proved by Hopf [8] that the geodesic flow on a manifold of neg-
ative sectional curvature is ergodic. In this case, Rudnick and Sarnak [17]
conjecture a simple situation:

Conjecture 1.4. (Quantum unique ergodicity) LetY be a compact manifold
of strictly negative sectional curvature. Then:

(1) (QUE onY ) µ̄n converge weak-* to the Riemannian measure onY .
(2) (QUE onS∗Y ) dλ is the unique quantum limit onY .

We remark that [17] also gives an example of a hyperbolic3-manifold
Y , a pointP ∈ Y , and a sequence of eigenfunctionsψn with eigenvalues
λn, such that|ψn(P )| � λ

1/4−ε
n . The pointP is a fixed point of many

Hecke operators, and behaves in a similar fashion to the poles of a surface
of revolution. This remarkable phenomenon does not seem to contradict
Conjecture 1.4. In the sequel to this paper the scarcity of such points and
their higher-dimensional analogues will play an important role.

1.2. Past work: Quantum unique ergodicity on hyperbolic surfaces
and 3-manifolds. The quantum unique ergodicity question for hyperbolic
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surfaces has been intensely investigated over the last two decades. We recall
some important results.

Zelditch’s work [22, 24] on the case of compact surfacesY of con-
stant negative curvature provided a representation-theoretic alternative to
the original construction of the microlocal lift via the theory of pseudo-
differential operators. It is well-known that the universal cover of such a
surfaceY is the upper half-planeH ' PSL2(R)/SO2(R), soY = Γ\H
for a uniform latticeΓ < G = PSL2(R). Then theSO2(R) ' S1 bun-
dleX = Γ\PSL2(R) � Y is isomorphic to the unit cotangent bundle of
Y . In this parametrization, the geodesic flow onS∗Y is given by the ac-

tion of the maximal split torusA =

{(
et/2

e−t/2

)}
on X from the

right. Zelditch’s explicit microlocal lift starts with the observation that
an eigenfunctionψn (considered as aK-invariant function onX) can be
thought of as the spherical vectorϕ(n)

0 in an irreducibleG-subrepresentation
of L2(X). He then constructs another (“generalized”) vector in this sub-
representation, a distributionδ(n), and shows that the distribution given by

µψn(g) = δ(n)(gϕ
(n)
0 ) for g ∈ C∞

c (X) agrees (up to terms which decay
as theλn grow) with the microlocal lift. He then observes that the dis-
tribution µψn is exactly annihilated by a differential operator of the form
H + J

rn
whereH is the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow,J a

certain (fixed) second-order differential operator, andλn = −1
4
− r2

n. It
is then clear that any weak-* limit taken as|λn| → ∞ will be annihilated
(in the sense of distributions) by the differential operatorH, or in other
words be invariant under the geodesic flow. Wolpert [21] made Zelditch’s
approach self-contained by showing that the limits are positive measures
without using pseudo-differential calculus. For a clear exposition of the
Zelditch-Wolpert microlocal lift see [13].

Lindenstrauss’s paper [13] considers the case ofY = Γ\ (H× · · · ×H)
for an irreducible latticeΓ in PSL2(R) × · · · × PSL2(R). The natural
candidates forψn here are not eigenfunctions of the Laplacian alone, but
rather of all the “partial” Laplacians associated to each factor separately.
Set nowG = PSL2(R)h, K = SO2(R)h, X = Γ\G, Y = Γ\G/K,
and take∆i to be the Laplacian operator associated with theith factor (so
that C [∆1, . . . ,∆h] is the ring ofK-bi-invariant differential operators on
G). Assume that∆iψn + λn,iψn = 0, wherelimn→∞ λn,i = ∞ for each
1 ≤ i ≤ h separately. Generalizing the Zelditch-Wolpert construction, Lin-

denstrauss obtains distributionsδ(n)ϕ
(n)
0 onX, projecting toµ̄ψnonY , and

so that every weak-* limit of these (a “quantum limit”) is a finite positive
measure invariant under the action of the full maximal split torusAh. He
then proposes the following version of QUE, also due to Sarnak:
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Problem 1.5. (QUE on locally symmetric spaces) LetG be a connected
semi-simple Lie group with finite center. LetK < G be a maximal com-
pact subgroup,Γ < G a lattice,X = Γ\G, Y = Γ\G/K. Let {ψn}∞n=1 ⊂
L2(Y ) be a sequence of normalized eigenfunctions of the ring ofG-invariant
differential operators onG/K, with the eigenvalues w.r.t. the Casimir oper-
ator tending to∞ in absolute value. Is it true that̄µψn converge weak-* to
the normalized projection of the Haar measure toY ?

1.3. This paper: Quantum unique ergodicity on locally symmetric spaces.
This paper is the first of two papers on this general problem. The main result
of the present paper (Theorem 1.6 below) is the construction of the microlo-
cal lift in this setting. We will impose a mild non-degeneracy condition on
the sequence of eigenfunctions (see Section 3.3; the assumption essentially
amounts to asking that all eigenvalues tend to infinity, at the same rate for
operators of the same order.)

With K andG as in Problem 1.5, letA be as in the Iwasawa decompo-
sitionG = NAK, i.e.A = exp(a) wherea is a maximal abelian subspace
of p. (Full definitions are given in Section 2.1). ForG = SLn(R) and
K = SOn(R), one may takeA to be the subgroup of diagonal matrices
with positive entries. Letπ : X → Y be the projection. We denote bydx
theG-invariant probability measures onX, and bydy the projection of this
measure toY .

The content of the Theorem that follows amounts, roughly, to a “G-
equivariant microlocal lift” onY .

Theorem 1.6. Let {ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ) be a non-degenerate sequence of
normalized eigenfunctions, whose eigenvalues approach∞. Then, after
replacingψn by an appropriate subsequence, there exist functionsψ̃n ∈
L2(X) and distributionsµn onX such that:

(1) The projection ofµn to Y coincides with̄µn, i.e.π∗µn = µ̄n.
(2) Let σn be the measure|ψ̃n(x)|2dx on X. Then, for everyg ∈

C∞
c (X), we havelimn→∞(σn(g)− µn(g)) = 0.

(3) Every weak-* limitσ∞ of the measuresσn (necessarily a positive
measure of mass≤ 1) isA-invariant.

(4) (Equivariance). LetE ⊂ EndG(C∞(X)) be a C-subalgebra of
bounded endomorphisms ofC∞(X), commuting with theG-action.
Noting that eache ∈ E induces an endomorphism ofC∞(Y ), sup-
pose thatψn is an eigenfunction forE (i.e.Eψn ⊂ Cψn). Then we
may choosẽψn so thatψ̃n is an eigenfunction forE with the same
eigenvalues asψn, i.e. for all e ∈ E there existsλe ∈ C such that
eψn = λeψn, eψ̃n = λeψ̃n.
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We first remark that the distributionsµn (resp. the measuresσn) gener-
alize the constructions of Zelditch (resp. Wolpert). Although, in view of
(2), they carry roughly equivalent information, it is convenient to work with
both simultaneously: the distributionsµn are canonically defined and easier
to manipulate algebraically, whereas the measuresσn are patently positive
and are central to the arguments in the sequel to this paper.

Proof. For simplicity, we first write the proof in detail for the case whereG
is simple (the modifications necessary in the general case are discussed in
Section 5.1).

In Section 3.2 we define the distributionsµn. (In the language of Defini-
tion 3.3, we takeµn = µψn(ϕ0, δ)).

Claim (1) is established in Lemma 3.6.
In Section 3.3 we introduce the non-degeneracy condition. Proposition

3.13 definesψ̃n and establishes the claims (2) and (4). (Observe that this
Proposition establishes (2) only forK-finite test functionsg. Since the
extension to generalg is not necessary for any of our applications, we omit
the proof.)

Finally, in section 4 we establish claim (3) (Corollary 4.8) by finding
enough differential operators annihilatingµn. �

Remark1.7.

(1) It is important to verify that non-degenerate sequences of eigen-
functions exist. In the co-compact case (e.g. for the purpose of
Theorem 1.10), it was shown in [5, 4] that a positive proportion
of the unramified spectrum lies in every open subcone of the Weyl
chamber (for definitions see Theorem 2.7 and the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.1). This is also expected to hold for finite-volumearith-
meticquotientsY . For example, [15, Thm. 5.3] treats the case of
SL3(Z)\SL3(R)/SO3(R).

(2) We shall use the phrasenon-degenerate quantum limitto denote any
weak-* limit of σn, where notations are as in Theorem 1.6. Note
that if σ∞ is such a limit, then claim (2) of the Theorem shows that
there exists a subsequence(nk) of the integers such thatσ∞(g) =
limnk→∞ µnk(g) for all g ∈ C∞

c (X). Depending on the context,
we shall therefore use the notationσ∞ or µ∞ for a non-degenerate
quantum limit.

(3) It is not necessary to pass to a subsequence in Theorem 1.6. See
Remark 3.12.

(4) It is likely that theA-invariance aspect of Theorem 1.6 could be
established by standard microlocal methods; however, the equivari-
ance property does not follow readily from these methods and is
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absolutely crucial in applications. It will be used, in the sequel to
this paper, in the situation whereE is an algebra of endomorphisms
generated by Hecke correspondences.

(5) The measuresσ∞ all are invariant by the compact groupM =
ZK(a). In fact, Theorem 1.6 should strictly be interpreted as lift-
ing measures toX/M rather thanX.

(6) Theorem 1.6 admits a natural geometric interpretation. Informally,
the bundleX/M → Y may be regarded as a bundle parameteriz-
ing maximal flats inY , and theA-action onX/M corresponds to
“translation along flats.” We refer to Section 5.3 for a further dis-
cussion of this point.

The existence of the microlocal lift already places a restriction on the
possible weak-* limits of the measures{µ̄n} onY . In particular, Theorem
1.6 has the following corollary (in this regard see also Remark 1.7(4)).

Corollary 1.8. Let {ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ) be a non-degenerate sequence of
normalized eigenfunctions such thatµ̄ψn converge in the weak-* topology
to a limit measurēµ∞. Thenµ̄∞ is the projection toY of anA-invariant
measureµ∞ on X. In particular, the support ofµ∞ must be a union of
maximal flats.

More importantly, Theorem 1.6 allows us to pose a new version of the
problem:

Problem 1.9. (QUE on homogeneous spaces) In the setting of Problem 1.5,
is theG-invariant measure onX the unique non-degenerate quantum limit?

1.4. Arithmetic QUE. Sequel to this paper. The sequel to this paper will
resolve Problem 1.9 for various higher rank symmetric spaces, in the con-
text of arithmetic quantum limits. We briefly recall their definition and
significance.

Let Y be (for example) a negatively curved manifold. In general, we
believe that the multiplicities of the Laplacian∆ acting onL2(Y ) are quite
small, i.e. theλ-eigenspace has dimension�ε λ

ε. This question seems
extremely difficult even forSL2(Z)\H, and no better bound is known than
the generalO(λ1/2/ log(λ)), valid for all negatively curved manifolds.

However, even lacking information on the multiplicities, it transpires that
in many natural instances we have adistinguished basisfor L2(Y ). In that
context, it is then natural to ask whether Problem 1.5 or Problem 1.9 can be
resolved with respect to this distinguished basis. Since it is believed that the
∆-multiplicities are small, this modification is, philosophically, not too far
from the original question. However, it is in many natural cases far more
tractable.
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The situation of having (something close to) a distinguished basis occurs
for Y = Γ\G/K andΓ ⊂ G arithmetic. This distinguished basis is ob-
taining by simultaneously diagonalizing the action of Hecke operators. We
shall not give precise definitions here; in any case, we refer to quantum
limits arising from subsequences of the distinguished basis asarithmetic
quantum limits.

In the second paper we apply this results of this paper to the study of
arithmetic quantum limits. In particular we settle the conjecture in the case
whereΓ arises from the multiplicative group of a division algebra of prime
degree overQ. For brevity, we state the result in the language of automor-
phic forms; in particular,A is the ring of adeles ofQ.

Theorem 1.10. (QUE for division algebras of prime degree) LetD/Q be
a division algebra of prime degreed and letG = PD× be the associated
projective general linear group. Assume thatD is unramified at∞, i.e.
that G(R) ' PGLd(R). LetKf < G(Af ) be an open compact subgroup,
and letΓ < G(R) be the (congruence) lattice such thatX = Γ\G(R) '
G(Q)\G(A)/Kf . Then the normalized Haar measure is the unique non-
degenerate arithmetic quantum limit onX.

We expect the techniques developed for the proof of Theorem 1.10 will
generalize at least to some other locally symmetric spaces, the case ofD be-
ing the simplest; but there are considerable obstacles to obtaining a theorem
for anyarithmetic locally symmetric space at present.

Let us make some remarks about the proof of Theorem 1.10. Our ap-
proach follows that of Lindenstrauss in [14] which established the above
theorem for division algebras of degree2. This approach is based on re-
sult toward the classification of theA-invariant measures onX. To apply
such a result one needs to show further regularity of the limit measure –
thatA acts on everyA-ergodic component ofµ∞ with positive entropy.
This was proved forG = SL2 by Bourgain and Lindenstrauss in [1]. In
the higher-rank case we rely on recent results toward the classification of
theA-invariant measures onX, due to Einsiedler-Katok [6], and prove the
positive entropy property ofµ∞.

Establishing positive entropy in higher rank is quite involved. The equiv-
ariance (property (4) of Theorem 1.6), applied withE the Hecke algebra,
plays a crucial role, just as in [1]. The proof utilizes a study of the behavior
of eigenfunctions on Bruhat-Tits buildings and consideration of certain Dio-
phantine questions (these questions are higher-rank versions of the ques-
tions: to what extent can CM points of bounded height cluster together?)
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2. NOTATION

Section 2.1 defines mostly standard notation and terminology pertaining
to semisimple groups and their root systems (we generally follow [12]).
Section 2.2 sets up the basic theory of spherical representations; the reader
may wish to read at least Definitions 2.3 and 2.6. Section 2.3 defines the
various function spaces we will have need of; the notation here is fairly
standard.

2.1. General notation. LetG denote a non-compact connected simple Lie
group with finite center (we discuss generalizations to this in Section 5.1).
We choose a Cartan involutionΘ for G, and letK < G be theΘ-fixed
maximal compact subgroup. LetS = G/K be the symmetric space, with
xK ∈ S the point with stabilizerK. We fix aG-invariant metric onS.
To normalize it, we observe that the tangent space at the pointxK ∈ S is
identified withp (see below), and we endow it with the Killing form.

For a latticeΓ < G we setX = Γ\G andY = Γ\G/K, the latter being a
locally symmetric space of non-positive curvature. We normalize the Haar
measuresdx on X, dk on K anddy on Y to have total mass1 (heredy
is the pushforward ofdx under the the projection fromX to Y given by
averaging w.r.t.dk).

Let g = Lie(G), and letθ denote the differential ofΘ, giving the Cartan
decompositiong = k ⊕ p with k = Lie(K). Fix now a maximal abelian
subalgebraa ⊂ p.

We denote byaC the complexificationa⊗RC; we shall occasionally write
aR for a for emphasis in some contexts. We denote bya∗ (resp.a∗C) the real
dual (resp. the complex dual) ofa; again, we shall occasionally writea∗R for
a∗. Forν ∈ a∗C, we defineRe(ν), Im(ν) ∈ a∗R to be the real and imaginary
parts ofν, respectively.

For α ∈ a∗ set gα = {X ∈ g| ∀H ∈ a : ad(H)X = α(H)X },
∆(a : g) = {α ∈ a∗ \ {0} | gα 6= {0}} and call the latter the (restricted)
roots of g w.r.t. a. The subalgebrag0 is θ invariant, and henceg0 =
(g0∩p)⊕(g0∩k). By the maximality ofa in p, we must then haveg0 = a⊕m
wherem = Zk(a).

The Killing form of g induces a standard inner product〈·, ·〉 on a∗ w.r.t.
which ∆(a : g) ⊂ a∗ is a root system. The associated Weyl group, gen-
erated by the root reflectionssα, will be denotedW (a : g). This group is
also canonically isomorphic to the analytic Weyl groupsNG(A)/ZG(A)
andNK(A)/ZK(A). The fixed-point set of anysα is a hyperplane ina∗,
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called awall. The connected components of the complement of the union
of the walls are cones, called the(open) Weyl chambers. A subsetΠ ⊂
∆(a : g) will be called asystem of simple roots(by abuse of notation a
“simple system”) if every root can be uniquely expressed as an integral
combination of elements ofΠ with either all coefficients non-negative or
all coefficients non-positive. For a simple systemΠ, the open coneCΠ =
{ν ∈ a∗ | ∀α ∈ Π : 〈ν, α〉 > 0} is an open Weyl chamber, and the mapΠ 7→
CΠ is a1 − 1 correspondence between simple systems and chambers. The
Weyl group acts simply transitively on the chambers and simple systems.
The closure of an open chamber will be called a closed chamber. The ac-
tion ofW (a : g) ona∗ extends in the complex-linear way to an action ona∗C
preservingia∗ ⊂ a∗C, and we call an elementν ∈ a∗C regular if it is fixed by
now ∈ W (a : g). We useρ = 1

2

∑
α>0(dim gα)α ∈ a∗ to denote half the

sum of the positive (restricted) roots.
Fixing a simple systemΠ we get a notion of positivity. Forn = ⊕α>0gα

and n̄ = Θn we haveg = n ⊕ a ⊕ m ⊕ n̄ and (Iwasawa decomposition)
g = n⊕ a⊕ k. By means of the Iwasawa decomposition, we may uniquely
write everyX ∈ g in the formX = Xn + Xa + Xk. We sometimes also
writeH0(X) for Xa.

LetN, A < G be the subgroups corresponding to the subalgebrasn, a ⊂
g respectively, and letM = ZK(a). ThenA is a maximal split torus in
G, andm = Lie(M), thoughM is not necessarily connected. Moreover
P0 = NAM is a minimal parabolic subgroup ofG, with the mapN ×
A ×M → P0 being a diffeomorphism. The mapN × A × K → G is a
(surjective) diffeomorphism (Iwasawa decomposition), so forg ∈ G there
exists a uniqueH0(g) ∈ a such thatg = n exp(H0(g))k for somen ∈ N ,
k ∈ K. The mapH0 : G→ a is continuous; restricted toA it is the inverse
of the exponential map.

Let gC = g ⊗R C denote the complexification ofg. It is a complex
semi-simple Lie algebra. LetθC denote thecomplex-linearextension of
θ to gC. It is not a Cartan involution ofgC. We fix a maximal abelian
subalgebrab ⊂ m and seth = a ⊕ b. ThenhC = h ⊗ C ⊂ gC is a
Cartan subalgebra, with the associated root system∆(hC : gC) satisfying
∆(a : g) = {α�a}α∈∆(hC : gC)\{0}. Moreover, we can find a system of simple
rootsΠC ⊂ ∆(hC : gC) and a system of simple rootsΠ ⊂ ∆(a : g) such
that the positive roots w.r.t.Π are precisely the nonzero restrictions of the
positive roots w.r.t.ΠC. We fix such a compatible pair of simple systems,
and letρh denote half the sum of the roots in∆(hC : gC), positive w.r.t.ΠC.

Let F0 ⊂ ∆(hC : gC) consist of the roots that restrict to0 on a, F+
0 ⊂ F0

those positive w.r.t.ΠC. Let nM = ⊕α∈F+
0
(gC)α, n̄M = ⊕α∈F+

0
(gC)−α.

ThenmC = nM ⊕ bC ⊕ n̄M andgC = nC ⊕ nM ⊕ hC ⊕ n̄M ⊕ n̄C.
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Forν ∈ a∗C, set‖ν‖2 = 〈Re(ν),Re(ν)〉+ 〈Im(ν), Im(ν)〉 (with the inner
products taken ina∗R).

If lC is a complex Lie algebra, then we denote byU(lC) its universal
enveloping algebra, and byZ(lC) its center. In particular we setZ = Z(gC).

2.2. Spherical Representations and the model(VK , Iν). We recall some
facts from the representation theory of compact and semi-simple groups. At
the end of this section we analyze a model (the “compact picture”) for the
spherical dual ofG.

Theorem 2.1. [12, Th. 1.12]LetK be a compact topological group and
let K̂fin be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible finite-dimensional
unitary representations ofK.

(1) (Peter-Weyl) Everyρ ∈ K̂fin occurs discretely inL2(K) with mul-
tiplicity equal to its dimensiond(ρ). Moreover,L2(K) is isomorphic
to the Hilbert direct sum of its isotypical components{L2(K)ρ}ρ∈K̂fin

.
(2) Letπ : K → GL(W ) be a representation ofK on the locally convex

complete spaceW . Then⊕ρ∈K̂Wρ is dense inW , whereWρ is the
ρ-isotypical subspace.

(3) Every irreducible representation ofK on a locally convex, complete
space is finite-dimensional and hence unitarizable. In particular,
K̂fin is the unitary dual ofK.

(4) For K as in Section 2.1,̂K is countable.

Note that while [12, Th. 1.12(c-e)] are only claimed for unitary repre-
sentations on Hilbert spaces, their proofs only rely on the action of the
convolution algebraC(K) on representations ofK, and hence carry over
with little modification to the more general context needed here. The last
conclusion follows from the separability ofL2(K), which in turn follows
from the separability ofK.

Notation2.2. Let π : K → GL(W ) be as above. The algebraic direct sum

WK
def
= ⊕ρ∈K̂Wρ consists precisely of thesew ∈ W which generate a finite-

dimensionalK-subrepresentation. We refer toWK as the space ofK-finite
vectors. We will useWK to denote these vectors ofW fixed byK.

Definition 2.3. SetV = L2(M\K), and setVK ⊂ V to be the space of
K-finite vectors. LetC∞(M\K) be the smooth subspace,C∞(M\K)′ the
space of distributions onM\K. LetV ′

K (resp.V ′) be the dual toVK (resp.
V ). Then we have natural inclusionsVK ⊂ C∞(M\K) ⊂ V andV ′

K ⊃
C∞(M\K)′ ⊃ V ′; further, we have (Riesz representation) a conjugate-
linear isomorphism

(2.1) V
T
↪→ V ′
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where the mapT : V → V ′ is defined via the ruleT (f)(g) = 〈g, f〉V =∫
M\K gfdk.
Fix an increasing exhaustive sequence of finite dimensionalK-stable

subspaces ofVK , i.e. a sequenceV1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ VN ⊂ VN+1 ⊂ . . .
of subspaces such that∪∞i=1Vi = VK and eachVi is aK-subrepresentation.

For Φ ∈ V ′
K and1 ≤ N ∈ Z, define theN -truncation ofΦ as the unique

elementΦN ∈ VN such thatT (ΦN)− Φ annihilatesVN .
Finally let ϕ0 ∈ VK be the function that is identically1.

Definition 2.4. Let µ be a regular Borel measure on a spaceX. Call a
sequence of non-negative functions{fj} ∈ L1(µ) a δ-sequenceat x ∈
X if, for every j,

∫
fjdµ = 1, and moreover if, for everyg ∈ C(X),

limj→∞
∫
fj · gdµ = g(x).

Lemma 2.5. There exists a sequence{fj}∞j=1 ⊂ VK such that|fj|2 is a
δ-sequence onM\K.

Proof. Let {hj}∞j=1 ⊂ C(M\K) be aδ-sequence. By the Peter-Weyl theo-
remVK is dense inC(M\K), so that for everyj we can choosef ′j ∈ VK

such that
∥∥∥√hj(k)− f ′j(k)

∥∥∥
∞
≤ 1

2j
. Then one may takefj =

f ′j

‖f ′j‖2

. �

Secondly, we recall the construction of the spherical principal series rep-
resentations of a semi-simple Lie group. An irreducible representation of
G is sphericalif it contains aK-fixed vector. Such a vector is necessarily
unique up to scaling.

To anyν ∈ a∗C we associate the characterχν(p) = exp(ν(H0(p)) of P0

and the induced representation with(g, K)-module
(2.2)
IndGP0

χν =
{
f ∈ C∞(G)K | ∀p ∈ P, g ∈ G : f(pg) = e〈ν+ρ,H0(p)〉f(g)

}
By the Iwasawa decomposition, everyf ∈ IndGP0

χν is determined by its
restriction toK; this restriction defines an element of the spaceVK . Con-
versely, everyf ∈ VK extends uniquely to a member ofIndGP0

χν .

Definition 2.6. For ν ∈ a∗C, we denote by(Iν , VK) the representation of
g on VK fixed by the discussion above; we shall also useIν to denote the
corresponding action ofg onC∞(M\K) and ofG onV . We shall denote
by I ′ν the dual action ofg on eitherV ′

K or C∞(M\K)′.

Note also thatϕ0 ∈ VK (see Definition 2.3) is a spherical vector for the
representation(Iν , VK).

Theorem 2.7.(The unitary spherical dual; references are drawn from[12])
(1) For anyν ∈ a∗C, IndGP0

χν has a unique spherical irreducible sub-
quotient, to be denotedπν . [Th. 8.37] Any spherical irreducible
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unitary representation ofG is isomorphic toπν for someν. [Th.
8.38] We haveπν1 ' πν2 iff there existsw ∈ W (a : g) such that
ν2 = wν1.

(2) [§7.1-3] If Re(ν) = 0 then IndGP0
χν is unitarizable, with the in-

variant Hermitian form given by〈f, g〉 =
∫
M\K f(k)g(k)dk. This

representation has a unique spherical summand (necessarily iso-
morphic toπν), and we letjν : VK → πν denote the orthogonal pro-
jection map. [Th. 7.2] Ifν is regular thenIndGP0

χν is irreducible.
(3) [§16.5(7) & Th. 16.6] Ifπν is unitarizable thenRe(ν) belongs to

the convex hull of{wρ}{w∈W(a : g)} ⊂ a∗, a compact set. Moreover,
there existsw ∈ W (a : g) such thatw2 = 1 andwν = −ν̄. In
particular if Re(ν) 6= 0, thenw 6= 1, and since Im(ν) is w-fixed it
is not regular.

Note that the norm onπν is only unique up to scaling. IfRe(ν) = 0 and
Im(ν) is regular (the main case under consideration), we choose‖ϕ0‖πν =
1.

For future reference we compute the action ofg on VK via Iν . First,
remark that the action ofK onV = L2(M\K) is given by right translation,
and the action ofk ⊂ g onVK is then given by right differentiation.

Secondly, recall that ifU ⊂ Rn is open, adifferential operatorD onU
is an expression of the form

∑K
i=1 fi∂

α1
1 . . . ∂αnn , where thefi are smooth

andαj ≥ 0. If M is a smoothn-manifold, we say a mapD : C∞(M) →
C∞(M) is a differential operator if it is defined by a differential operator in
each coordinate chart.

Lemma 2.8. Let f ∈ VK and letX ∈ g. Then there exists a differential
operatorDX on M\K (depending linearly onX and independent ofν)
such that for everyk ∈ K,

(Iν(X)f)(k) = 〈ν + ρ,H0(Ad(k)X)〉 f(k) + (DXf)(k).

Proof. Let t ∈ R be small, and considerf(k exp(tX)) = f(exp(tAd(k)X)·
k). We write the Iwasawa decomposition ofAd(k)X ∈ g asAd(k)X =
Xn(k) + Xa(k) + Xk(k) whereXa(k) = H0(Ad(k)X). By the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula,exp(tAd(k)X) = exp(tXn(k))·exp(tXa(k))·
exp(tXk(k)) +O(t2), so that:

(Iν(X)f)(k) =
d

dt
f (exp(tXn(k)) · exp(tXa(k)) · k)�t=0 +

d

dt
f (exp(tXk(k))k)�t=0 .

To conclude, observe thatf 7→ d
dt
f (exp(tXk(k))k) �t=0 defines a differen-

tial operatorDX onM\K. �

Lemma 2.8 will be used in the following way: as‖ν‖ → ∞, the operator
Iν(

X
‖ν‖) acts onVK in a very simple fashion,modulocertain error terms of
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order‖ν‖−1. The simplicity of this “rescaled” action as‖ν‖ → ∞ will be
of importance in our analysis.

2.3. Some functional analysis.We collect here some simple functional
analysis facts that we shall have need of.

LetC∞
c (X) denote the space of smooth functions of compact support on

X. It is endowed with the usual “direct-limit” topology: fix a sequence of
K-invariant compact setsC1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ . . . such that their interiors exhaust
X. Then theC∞

c (Ci) exhaustC∞
c (X). C∞

c (Ci) is endowed as usual with
a family of seminorms, viz. for anyD ∈ U(gC) we define‖f‖Ci,D =

supx∈Ci |Df |. These seminorms induce a topology on eachC∞
c (Ci). We

giveC∞
c (X) the topology of the union ofC∞

c (Ci), i.e. a map fromC∞
c (X)

is continuous if and only if its restriction to eachC∞
c (Ci) is continuous.

In other words: a sequence of functions converges inC∞
c (X) if their

supports are all contained in a fixed compact set, and all their derivatives
converge uniformly on that compact set.
C∞

c (X) is a locally convex complete space in this topology. In particular,
its subspaceC∞

c (X)K of K-finite vectors is dense. We denote byC∞
c (X)′

(resp.C∞
c (X)′K) the topological dual toC∞

c (X) (resp. the algebraic dual
to C∞

c (X)K). Both spaces will be endowed with the weak-* topology. We
shall refer to an element ofC∞

c (X)′ as adistributiononX.
LetC0(X) be the Banach space of continuous functions onX decaying at

infinity, endowed with the supremum norm. LetC0(X)′ be the continuous
dual ofC0(X); the Riesz representation theorem identifies it with the space
of finite (signed) Borel measures onX. We endowC0(X)′ with the weak-*
topology.

It is easy to see thatC∞
c (X)K is dense inC0(X). In particular any (alge-

braic) linear functional onC∞
c (X)K which is bounded w.r.t. thesup-norm

extends to a finite signed measure onX, with total variation equal to the
norm of the functional. Moreover, if this functional is non-negative on the
non-negative members ofC∞

c (X)K then the associated measure is a posi-
tive measure.

3. REPRESENTATION-THEORETICL IFT

3.1. Introduction and motivation. Supposeψ ∈ L2(Y ) has‖ψ‖2 = 1
and an eigenfunction ofZ. The aim of the present section is to construct
a distributionµψ on Y that lifts the measurēµψ on Y , and establish some
basic properties ofµψ.

In the situation of Theorem 1.6, ifψ = ψn, the corresponding distribu-
tion will be the distributionsµn discussed in the proof of Theorem 1.6. The
functionsψ̃n will then be chosen so that the measures|ψ̃n(x)|2dx approxi-
mateµn; finally, both|ψ̃n(x)|2 andµn will becomeA-invariant asn→∞.
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We begin by fixing notation and providing some motivation for the rela-
tively formal definitions that follow.

Settingψ(x) = ψ(xK) for any x ∈ X, we can think ofψ as a func-
tion onX. By the uniqueness of spherical functions [7, Th. 4.3 & 4.5],ψ
generates an irreducible sphericalG-subrepresentation ofL2(X). As dis-
cussed in Section 2.2, we can then findν ∈ a∗C such that this representa-
tion is isomorphic toπν (in particular,πν is unitarizable). We will assume
for the rest of this section thatRe(ν) = 0, i.e. πν is tempered, and thatν
is regular. This will eventually be the only case of interest to us in view
of the non-degeneracy assumption made later (Definition 3.8). In this case
(VK , Iν) is irreducible and isomorphic toπν . It follows that there is a unique
G-homomorphismRψ : (V, Iν) → L2(X) such thatRψ(ϕ0) = ψ. The nor-
malization‖ψ‖L2(X) = 1 now implies‖Rψ(f)‖L2(X) = ‖f‖L2(K) for any
f ∈ VK , i.e. thatRψ is an isometry.

We now give the rough idea of the construction that follows in the lan-
guage of Wolpert and Lindenstrauss; the language we shall use later is
slightly different, so the discussion here also provides a translation. The
strategy of proof is similar to theirs; in a sense, the main difficulty is find-
ing the “correct” definitions in higher rank. For instance, the proofs of
Wolpert and Lindenstrauss use heavily the fact thatK-types forPSL2(R)
have multiplicity one, and the explicit action of the Lie algebra by raising
and lowering operators. We shall need a more intrinsic approach to handle
the general case.

The measurēµψ onY is defined byg 7→
∫
X
g(x)|ψ(x)|2dx. More gener-

ally, suppose thatψ′ ∈ L2(X) belongs to theG-subrepresentation generated
by ψ, i.e.ψ′ ∈ Rψ(V ). We can then consider the (signed) measure

(3.1) σ : g 7→
∫
X

ψ(x)ψ′(x)g(x)dx.

If g(x) is K-invariant, then so is the productψ(x)g(x), and it follows
that the right-hand side of (3.1) depends only on the projection ofψ′ onto
Rψ(V )K . The spaceRψ(V )K is one-dimensional, spanned byψ, and it fol-
lows that ifψ′ − ψ ⊥ ψ then the measureσ onX projects to the measure
µ̄ψ onY .

The distributionµψ we shall be construct will be in the spirit of (3.1), but
withψ′ a “generalized vector” inRψ(V ). Suppose, in fact, thatψ′1, ψ

′
2, . . . ψ

′
n, . . .

are an infinite sequence of elements ofRψ(V ) that transform under different
K-types, and suppose further thatg ∈ C∞

c (X)K . Then, by consideringK-
types, the integral

∫
X
ψ(x)ψ′j(x)g(x)dx vanishes for all sufficiently largej.

It follows that, if one setsψ′ to be theformal sum
∑∞

j=1 ψ
′
j, one can make
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sense of (3.1) by interpreting it as:

σ(g) =
∞∑
j=1

∫
X

ψ(x)ψ′j(x)g(x)dx

In other words, ifg ∈ C∞
c (X)K , we may make sense of (3.1) while allowing

ψ′ to belong to the spacêVK of “infinite formal sums ofK-types.” Our
definition ofµψ will, indeed, be of the form (3.1) but withψ′ an “infinite
formal sum” of this kind.

For a certain choice ofψ′ (denotedΦ∞ in [13]), we will wish to show
that (3.1) is “approximately a positive measure” and “approximatelyA-
invariant,” where both statements become true in the large eigenvalue limit
in an appropriate sense. For the “approximate positivity,” we shall integrate
(3.1) by parts to show that there exists another unit vectorψ′′ ∈ Rψ(V )

such that
∫
X
ψ(x)ψ′(x)g(x)dx ≈

∫
X
|ψ′′(x)|2g(x)dx, where the right-hand

side is evidently a positive measure. For the “approximateA-invariance,”
we will construct differential operators that annihilateψ(x)ψ′(x); this re-
duces to a purely algebraic question of constructing elements inU(g) that
annihilate a vector in a certain tensor product representation.

The spacêVK is very closely linked to the dualV ′
K of theK-finite vectors:

the conjugate linear isomorphismT : V → V ′ (2.1) extends to a conjugate-
linear isomorphismT : V̂K → V ′

K . For formal reasons, it is simpler to
work with V ′

K thanV̂K ; this is the viewpoint we shall take in Definition 3.1.
To motivate this viewpoint, let us rewrite (3.1) in a different fashion. Let
v′ ∈ V be chosen so thatψ′ = Rψ(v′), and letP be the orthogonal projec-
tion of L2(X) ontoRψ(V ). We may rewrite (3.1) – using the notations of
Definition 2.3 – as follows:

σ(g) = 〈ψ(x)g(x), ψ′(x)〉L2(X) = 〈P (ψ(x)g(x)), ψ′(x)〉L2(X)

= 〈R−1
ψ ◦ P (ψ(x)g(x)), v′〉V = T (v′) ◦R−1

ψ ◦ P (ψ(x)g(x))(3.2)

Now, if g ∈ C∞
c (X)K , then the quantityRψ ◦ P (ψ(x)g(x)) isK-finite, i.e.

belongs toVK . It follows that, if g ∈ C∞
c (X)K , the last expression of (3.2)

makes formal sense if we replaceT (v′) by any functionalΦ ∈ V ′
K .

3.2. Lifting a single (non-degenerate) eigenfunction.

Definition 3.1. Let Φ ∈ V ′
K be an (algebraic) functional, andf ∈ VK . Let

µψ(f,Φ) be the functional onC∞
c (X)K defined by the rule:

(3.3) µψ(f,Φ)(g) = Φ ◦R−1
ψ ◦ P (Rψ(f) · g)

whereg ∈ C∞
c (X)K , P : L2(X) → Rψ(V ) is the orthogonal projection,

andRψ(f) · g denotes pointwise multiplication of functions onX.
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Remark3.2. In fact, if Φ ∈ C∞(M\K)′ (see equation (2.1)) thenµψ(f,Φ)
extends to an element ofC∞

c (X)′, i.e. defines a distribution onX: µψ is the
composite

C∞
c (X)

g 7→Rψ(f)g
−→ C∞

c (X)
R−1
ψ P
−→ C∞(M\K)

Φ→ C,
and it is easy to verify that each of these maps is continuous. This is never
used in our arguments: we use this observation only to refer to certainµψ
as “distributions”.

Definition 3.3. Let δ ∈ V ′
K be the distributionδ(f) = f(1), and callµψ

def
=

µψ(ϕ0, δ) the (non-degenerate)microlocal lift of µ̄ψ.

The rest of the section will exhibit basic formal properties of this defini-
tion. We will establish most of the formal properties ofµψ by restrictingΦ
to be of the formT (f2), where the conjugate-linear mappingT is as defined
in (2.1). This situation will occur sufficiently often that, for typographical
ease, it will be worth making the following definition:

Definition 3.4. Letf1, f2 ∈ VK . We then setµTψ(f1, f2) = µψ(f1, T (f2)).

Lemma 3.5. Supposef1, f2 ∈ VK . Then

(3.4) µTψ(f1, f2)(g) =

∫
X

Rψ(f1)(x)Rψ(f2)(x)g(x)dx.

andµTψ defines a signed measure onX of total variation at most||f1||L2(K)||f2||L2(K).
If f1 = f2, thenµTψ(f1, f1) is a positive measure of mass||f1||2L2(K).

Proof. (3.4) is a consequence of the definition ofµ. The Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality implies that|µTψ(f1, f2)(g)| ≤ ||f1||L2(K)||f2||L2(K)||g||L∞(X),
whence the second conclusion. The last assertion is immediate. �

In fact, it may be helpful to think ofµψ as being given by a distributional
extension of the formula (3.4); see the discussion of Section 3.1.

Lemma 3.6.The distributionµψ(ϕ0, δ) onX projects to the measure|ψ|2dy
onY .

Proof. In view of the previous Lemma, it will suffice to show that the dis-
tribution µψ(ϕ0, δ) − µTψ(ϕ0, ϕ0) onX projects to0 on Y . This amounts
to showing thatµψ(ϕ0, δ − T (ϕ0)) annihilates anyK-invariant function
g ∈ C∞

c (X)K . Taking into account that the functionalδ − T (ϕ0) on VK
annihilates anyK-invariant vector, the claim follows from the definition of
µψ. �

Lemma 3.7. The mapµψ : VK ⊗ V ′
K → C∞

c (X)′K is equivariant for the
naturalg-actions on both sides.
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Proof. This follows directly from the definition ofµψ. �

Concretely speaking, this says that forf ∈ VK ,Φ ∈ V ′
K , g ∈ C∞

c (X)K , X ∈
g we have

(3.5) µψ(Xf1,Φ)(g) + µψ(f1, XΦ)(g) + µψ(f1,Φ)(Xg) = 0

whereX acts onVK via Iν and onV ′
K via I ′ν . In particular, iff1, f2 ∈ VK

we have

(3.6) µTψ(Xf1, f2)(g) + µTψ(f1, Xf2)(g) + µTψ(f1, f2)(Xg) = 0

3.3. Sequences of eigenfunctions and quantum limits.In what follows
we shall consider{ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ), a sequence of eigenfunctions with pa-
rameters{νn} diverging to∞ (i.e. leaving any compact set). Setν̃n = νn

||νn|| .

For f1, f2 ∈ VK andΦ ∈ V ′
K , we abbreviateµTψn(f1, f2) (resp.µψn(f,Φ))

to µTn (f1, f2) (resp. µn(f,Φ)), and we abbreviate the microlocal liftµψn
(:= µn(ϕ0, δ)) to µn.

Definition 3.8. (G simple) We say a sequenceψn is non-degenerateif every
limit point of the sequencẽνn is regular.

We say that it isconveniently arrangedif it is nondegenerate,limn→∞ ν̃n
exists,Re(νn) = 0 for all n, theνn are all regular, and for allf1, f2 ∈ VK
the measuresµTn (f1, f2) converge inC0(X)′ asn → ∞. In this situation
we denotelimn→∞ ν̃n by ν̃∞.

The existence of non-degenerate sequences of eigenfunctions was dis-
cussed in Remark 1.7. This follows from strong versions of Weyl’s Law on
Y . By Theorem 2.7, the non-degeneracy of a sequenceψn as in the Def-
inition impliesRe(νn) = 0 for all large enoughn. For fixedf1, f2 ∈ VK
the total variation of the measuresµTn (f1, f2) is bounded independently of
n (Lemma 3.5); in view of the (weak-*) compactness of the unit ball in
C0(X)′ it follows that this sequence of measures has a convergent subse-
quence. Combining this remark with the fact thatVK has a countable basis,
a diagonal argument shows that every non-degenerate sequence of eigen-
functions has a conveniently arranged subsequence.

Now suppose{ψn} is a conveniently arranged sequence and fixf1 ∈
VK ,Φ ∈ V ′

K , g ∈ C∞
c (X)K . Let ΦN be theN -truncation ofΦ (see Defini-

tion 2.3). In view of (3.3), if we chooseN := N(f1, g) sufficiently large,
thenµn(f1,Φ)(g) = µTn (f1,ΦN)(g). It follows that the limitlimn→∞ µn(f1,Φ)(g)
exists.

We may consequently defineµ∞ : VK × V ′
K → C∞

c (X)′K andµT∞ : VK ×
VK → C∞

c (X)′K by the rules:

(3.7)
µ∞(f,Φ)(g) = lim

n→∞
µn(f1,Φ)(g), (g ∈ C∞

c (X)K)

µT∞(f1, f2) = µ∞(f1, T (f2))
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Lemma 3.9. For fixedf1 ∈ VK , the mapΦ → µ∞(f1,Φ) is continuous as a
mapV ′

K → C∞
c (X)′K , both spaces being endowed with the weak topology.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of the definitions. �

It is natural to ask whetherµ∞(f1,Φ) extends to an element ofC∞
c (X)′,

especially ifΦ ∈ C∞(M\K)′. Indeed, it is possible to make quantitative
the argument of Remark 3.2 to obtain a uniform bound on the distributions
µn(f1,Φ). This will not be needed in this paper, however, since for our
choice of(f1,Φ), the limiting distribution is positive (in particular a mea-
sure), a fact we will prove directly.

Henceforth{ψn}∞n=1 will be a conveniently arranged sequence. We will
show thatµ∞(ϕ0, δ) is positive and bounded w.r.t. theL∞ norm onC∞

c (X)K .
It hence extends to a finite positive measure.

Remark. In the case of a semisimple group, one can allow the projection
of the parameter to each simple factor to tend to infinity at a different rate.
The definition of a non-degenerate limit can then remain unchanged. The
ν̃n however must be defined with greater care – see Section 5.1.

The key to the positivity of the limits is the following lemma (cf. [21,
Prop. 3.3], [13, Th. 3.1]).

Lemma 3.10. (Integration by parts) Let{ψn} be conveniently arranged.
Then, for anyf, f1, f2 ∈ VK we have:

(3.8) µT∞(f1, f · f2) = µT∞(f̄ · f1, f2).

Here e.g.f · f2 denotes pointwise multiplication of functions onM\K.

Proof. We start by exhibiting explicit functionsf for which (3.8) is valid.
Extend everyν ∈ a∗C to g∗C via the Iwasawa decompositiong = n⊕a⊕ k.

For anyX ∈ g, let pX(k) = 1
i
〈ν̃∞,Ad(k)X〉. For fixedX, k 7→ pX(k)

defines aK-finite element ofL2(M\K).
By (3.6), for everyX, f1, f2, g, andn, we have

(3.9) µTn (Xf1, f2)(g) + µTn (f1, X f2)(g) + µTn (f1, f2)(Xg) = 0.

Divide by‖νn‖ and apply Lemma 2.8 to see:

µTn (ipn · f1, f2)(g) + µTn (f1, ipn · f2)(g)(3.10)

= −µ
T
n (DXf1, f2)(g) + µTn (f1,DXf2)(g) + µTn (f1, f2)(Xg)

‖νn‖
,

wherepn(k) = 1
i

〈
ν̃n + ρ

‖νn‖ ,Ad(k)X
〉

.

As n → ∞, the right-hand side of (3.10) tends to zero by Lemma 3.5.
On the other hand,pnfi (considered as continuous functions onK) converge
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uniformly to pXfi. Another application of Lemma 3.5 shows that the left-
hand side of (3.10) converges toiµT∞(pXf1, f2) − iµT∞(f1, pX · f2). Since
pX = pX this shows that (3.8) holds withf = pX .

Now letF ⊂ C(M\K) be theC-subalgebra generated by thepX and the
constant function1. Clearly (3.8) holds for allf ∈ F . This subalgebra is
K-stable sincepX(kk1) = pAd(k1)X(k) and henceF∩Vρ ⊂ F for all ρ ∈ K̂.
ShowingF is dense inL2(M\K) suffices to conclude thatF = VK .

We will prove the stronger assertion thatF is dense inC(M\K) using
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Note that1 ∈ F , andF is closed under
complex conjugation sincepX = pX . It therefore suffices to show thatF
separates the points ofM\K. To this end, letk1, k2 ∈ K be such that
pX(k1) = pX(k2) for all X ∈ g. Then〈ν̃∞,Ad(k1)X〉 = 〈ν̃∞,Ad(k2)X〉
for all X ∈ g, i.e. 〈Ad(k1)

−1ν̃∞ − Ad(k2)
−1ν̃∞, X〉 = 0 for all X ∈

g. This implies thatAd(k−1
1 )ν̃∞ = Ad(k2)

−1ν̃∞; by the non-degeneracy
assumption,ZK(ν̃∞) = ZK(A) = M , soMk1 = Mk2, i.e. k1 and k2

represent the same point ofM\K. �

Lemma 3.10 shows easily thatµ∞(ϕ0, δ) extends to a positive measure.
Indeed, choosingfj as in Lemma 2.5, we see that

(3.11) µ∞(ϕ0, δ) = lim
j→∞

µT∞(ϕ0, |fj|2) = lim
j→∞

µT∞(fj, fj).

Here we have invoked Lemma 3.9 for the first equality. It is clear that
µT∞(fj, fj) defines a positive measure onX; thusµ∞(ϕ0, δ), initially de-
fined as an (algebraic) functional onC∞

c (X)K , extends to a positive mea-
sure onX. To obtain the slightly stronger conclusion implicit in (2) of
Theorem 1.6, we will analyze this argument more closely.

Corollary 3.11. Notations as in Lemma 3.10, there exist a constantCf1,f2,f
and a seminorm|| · || onC∞

c (X) such that
(3.12)∣∣µTn (f1, f · f2)(g)− µTn (f · f1, f2)(g)

∣∣ ≤ Cf1,f2,f‖g‖
[
‖ν̃∞ − ν̃n‖+ ‖νn‖−1

]
Proof. This follows by keeping track of the error term in the proof of of
Lemma 3.10.

Fix a basis{Xi} for g, and define a seminorm onC∞
c (X) by ‖g‖ =

‖g‖L∞(X) +
∑

i ‖Xig‖L∞(X). With this seminorm, (3.12) holds forf1, f2 ∈
VK andf = pX . This follows from (3.10), utilizing Lemma 3.5 and the fact
that‖pX − pn‖L∞(M\K) � ‖ν̃∞ − ν̃n‖.

Next supposef1, f2, f, f
′ ∈ VK andα, α′ ∈ C. Then, if (3.12) is valid

for (f1, f2, f) and(f1, f2, f
′), it is also valid for(f1, f2, αf+α′f ′). Further,

if (3.12) is valid for(f1, f
′ · f2, f) and for(ff1, f2, f

′), then it is also valid
for (f1, f2, f · f ′).
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Consider now the set off ∈ VK for which (3.12) holds for allf1, f2 ∈
VK . The remarks above show that this is a subalgebra ofVK that contains
eachpX . The Corollary then follows from the equalityF = L2(M\K)K
established in the Lemma. �

Remark3.12. In fact, it is possible to obtain a bound of the formCf1,f2,f,ν̃n‖g‖‖νn‖−1,
with the constant uniformly bounded if thẽνn are uniformly bounded away
from the walls. This result can be used to avoid passing to a subsequence
in Theorem 1.6 or the following Proposition; this is unnecessary for our
applications, however.

Proposition 3.13. (Positivity and equivariance: (2) and (4) of Theorem
1.6).

Let {ψn} be non-degenerate. After replacing{ψn} by an appropriate
subsequence, there exist functionsψ̃n onX with the following properties:

(1) Define the measureσn via the ruleσn(g) =
∫
X
g(x)|ψ̃n(x)|2dx.

Then, for eachg ∈ C∞
c (X)K we havelimn→∞(σn(g)−µn(g)) = 0.

(2) LetE ⊂ EndG(C∞(X)) be aC-subalgebra of endomorphisms of
C∞(X), commuting with theG-action. Note that eache ∈ E in-
duces an endomorphism ofC∞(Y ). Assume in addition thatψn is
an eigenfunction forE. Then we may choosẽψn so that each̃ψn is
an eigenfunction forE with the same eigenvalues asψn.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that{ψn} are conve-
niently arranged.

Let {fj}∞j=1 ⊂ VK be the sequence of functions provided by Lemma
2.5, so thatT (|fj|2) approximatesδ. The main idea is, as in (3.11), to
approximateµn = µn(ϕ0, δ) usingµTn (fj, fj).

For anyg ∈ C∞
c (X)K we have:∣∣µn(g)− µTn (fj, fj)(g)

∣∣ ≤ ∣∣µn(ϕ0, δ)(g)− µn(ϕ0, |fj|2)(g)
∣∣

+
∣∣µn(ϕ0, |fj|2)(g)− µn(fj, fj)(g)

∣∣ .(3.13)

Corollary (3.11) provides a seminorm‖·‖ onC∞
c (X) and a constantCj

such that∣∣µn(ϕ0, |fj|2)(g)− µn(fj, fj)(g)
∣∣ ≤ Cj||g|| ·

[
‖ν̃n − ν̃∞‖+ ‖νn‖−1] .

Choose a sequence of integers{jn}∞n=1 such thatjn →∞ and:

Cjn ·
[
‖ν̃n − ν̃∞‖+ ‖νn‖−1] −−−→

n→∞
0

We now estimate the other term on the right-hand side of (3.13). Choos-
ing N = N(g) large enough so thatµn(ϕ0, δ)(g) = µn(ϕ0, δN)(g), we
have∣∣µn(ϕ0, δ)(g)− µn(ϕ0, |fj|2)(g)

∣∣ ≤ ∥∥|fj|2N − δN
∥∥
L2(M\K)

‖g‖∞ .
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As j → ∞ (in particular, ifj = jn), |fj|2N → δN in VN , so this term tends
to zero. It follows that

(3.14) lim
n→∞

∣∣µn(g)− µTn (fjn , fjn)(g)
∣∣ = 0,

Settingψ̃n = Rψn(fjn), we deduce that

(3.15) lim
n→∞

(
µn(g)−

∫
X

|ψ̃n|2g(x)dx
)

= 0

holds for everyg ∈ C∞
c (X)K . In particular, we obtain (1) of the Proposi-

tion.
To obtain the equivariance property note that the representationIνn is

irreducible as a(g, K)-module. By [12, Corollary 8.11], there existsun ∈
U(g) such thatIνn(un)ϕ0 = fjn. Thus ψ̃n = unψn. Now everye ∈ E
commutes with the rightG-action; in particular,eun = une. It follows that
ψ̃n transforms under the same character ofE asψn. �

4. CARTAN INVARIANCE OF QUANTUM LIMITS

In this section we show that a nondegenerate quantum limitµ∞ is invari-
ant under the action ofA < G. This invariance follows from differential
equations satisfied by the intermediate distributionsµn. The construction
of these differential equations is a purely algebraic problem: construct el-
ements in theU(gC)-annihilator ofϕ0 ⊗ δ ∈ VK ⊗ V ′

K , where theU(gC)-
action is byIν ⊗ I ′ν .

Ultimately, these differential equations are derived from the fact that each
z ∈ Z = Z(gC) acts by a scalar on the representation(VK , Iνn). To motivate
the method and provide an example, we first work out the simplest case, that
of PSL2(R), in detail. In this case the resulting operator is due to Zelditch.

4.1. Example ofG = PSL2(R). SetG = PSL2(R), Γ ≤ G a lattice, and
A the subgroup of diagonal matrices. LetH (explicitly given below) be the
infinitesimal generator ofA, thought of first as a differential operator acting
onX = Γ\G via the differential of the regular representation. If{ψn} is a
conveniently arranged sequence of eigenfunctions onΓ\G/K, andµn the
corresponding distributions (Definition 3.3), we will exhibit a second-order
differential operatorJ such that for allg ∈ C∞

c (X)K ,

(4.1) µn((H − J

rn
)g) = 0,

where rn ∼ |λn|1/2. Since theµn(Jg) are bounded (they converge to
µ∞(Jg)), we will conclude thatµ∞(Hg) = 0, in other words thatµ∞ is
A-invariant. This operator in equation (4.1) is given in [24]. Its discovery
was motivated by the proof (via Egorov’s theorem) of the invariance of the
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usual microlocal lift under the geodesic flow. We show here how it arises
naturally in the representation-theoretic approach.

By Lemma 3.7, it will suffice to find an operator annihilating the element
ϕ0 ⊗ δ ∈ VK ⊗ V ′

K , whereU(gC) acts viaIν ⊗ I ′ν .

Let H =

(
1
−1

)
, X+ =

(
0 1

0

)
, X− =

(
0
1 0

)
be the stan-

dard generators ofsl2, with the commutation relations[H,X±] = ±2X±,
[X+, X−] = H. The roots w.r.t. the maximal split torusa = R ·H are given
by±α(H) = ±2. We also setW = X+ −X−, so thatR ·W = k. Letting
+α be the positive root,n = R · X+, we haveρ(H) = 1

2
α(H) = 1. Set

exp a = A as in the introduction.
The Casimir elementC ∈ Z(sl2C) is given by4C = H2 + 2X+X− +

2X−X+. For the parameterν ∈ ia∗ given byν(H) = 2ir (r ∈ R), C
acts onπν with the eigenvalueλ = −1

4
− r2. The Weyl element acts by

mappingν 7→ −ν. On S = G/K with the metric normalized to have
constant curvature−1,C reduces to the hyperbolic Laplacian. In particular,
every eigenfunctionψ ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) with eigenvalueλ < −1

4
generates a

unitary principal series subrepresentation. Definition 3.3 associates toψ a
distributionµψ(ϕ0, δ) onΓ\G.

As in Definition 2.6, we have an actionIν of G on V and ofg on VK .
Note that forg ∈ NA, f ∈ VK , (Iν(g)f) (1) = f(g) = e〈ν+ρ,H0(g)〉f(1).
Sinceδ(f) = f(1) and the pairing betweenVK andV ′

K is G-invariant, it
follows that forX ∈ a⊕ n, I ′ν(X)δ = −〈ν + ρ,H0(X)〉 δ.

SuppressingIν from now on this means thatX · (f ⊗ δ) = (Xf)⊗ δ −
〈ν + ρ,H0(X)〉 f ⊗ δ. Extendν + ρ trivially on n to obtain a functional on
a⊕ n. Then

(4.2) (X + (ν + ρ)(X)) · (f ⊗ δ) = (Xf)⊗ δ.

Now sincea normalizesn andν + ρ is trivial on n, the mapX 7→ X +
(ν + ρ) (X) is a Lie algebra homomorphisma ⊕ n → a ⊕ n, and hence
extends to an algebra homomorphismτν+ρ : U(aC ⊕ nC) → U(aC ⊕ nC).
(4.2) shows that, foru ∈ U(aC ⊕ nC),

(4.3) τν+ρ(u) · (f ⊗ δ) = (uf)⊗ δ

In view of (4.3) any operatoru ∈ U(aC ⊕ nC) annihilatingϕ0 gives rise to
an operator annihilatingϕ0 ⊗ δ.

The natural starting point is the eigenvalue equation(4C+1+4r2)ϕ0 = 0.
Of course,C is not an element ofU(nC ⊕ aC). Fortunately, it “nearly” is:
there exists anC ′ ∈ U(nC ⊕ aC) such thatC − C ′ annihilatesϕ0.

In detail, we use the commutation relations and the fact thatX− = X+−
W to write 4C = H2 − 2H + 4X2

+ − 4X+W . Sinceφ0 is spherical, it
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follows thatWφ0 = 0. Thus

(4.4)
(
H2 − 2H + 4X2

+ + 1 + 4r2
)
ϕ0 = 0

Since(ν + ρ)(H) = 2ir + 1, we conclude from (4.3) that:(
(H + 2ir + 1)2 − 2(H + 2ir + 1) + 4X2

+ + 1 + 4r2
)
· ϕ0 ⊗ δ = 0.

Collecting terms in powers ofr we see that this may be written as:(
(2H)(2ir) + (H2 + 4X2

+)
)
ϕ0 ⊗ δ = 0

SettingJ =
H2+4X2

+

4i
and dividing by4ir we see that the operatorH + J

r
annihilatesϕ0 ⊗ δ, and so also the distributionµn. One then deduces the
A-invariance ofµ∞ as discussed in the start of this section.

Notice that the terms involvingr2 in (4.4) canceled. This is a general
feature which will be of importance.

4.2. The general proof. We now generalize these steps in order. Notations
being as in Section 2 and Definition 3.3, we first compute the action of
U(mC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC) on δ (Lemma 4.1) and then onϕ0 ⊗ δ (Corollary 4.2).
Secondly we find an appropriate form for the elements ofZ(gC) (Corollary
4.4), which gives us the exact differential equation (4.6). We then show
that the elements we constructed annihilatingµψ are (up to scaling) of an
appropriate formH + J

‖ν‖∗ (Lemma 4.5), and “take the limit asν → ∞”
(Corollary 4.6) to see thatµ∞ is invariant under a sub-torus ofA.

A final step (not so apparent in thePSL2(R) case) is to verify that we
have constructedenoughdifferential operators to obtain invariance under
the full split torus (Lemma 4.7). In fact, even in the rank-1 case one needs
to verify that the “H” part is non-zero.

Givenλ ∈ a∗C, we extend it to a linear mapmC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC → C. Since
mC ⊕ nC is an ideal of this Lie algebra,λ is a Lie algebra homomorphism;
thus it extends to an algebra homomorphismλ : U(mC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC) → C.
We denote byτλ the translation automorphism ofU(mC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC) given
byX 7→ X + λ(X) onmC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC. Similarly, givenχ ∈ h∗C, we define
τχ : U(hC) → U(hC). We shall writeU(gC)≤d for the elements ofU(gC)
of degree≤ d, and similarly for other enveloping algebras andZ = Z(gC)
(e.g.Z≤d = Z ∩ U(gC)≤d).

Let ν ∈ a∗C. Letχν : Z → C be the infinitesimal character corresponding
to Iν (that is, the scalar by whichZ acts in(Iν , VK).) Recall thatρh denotes
the half-sum of positive roots for(hC : gC), ρ the half-sum for(a : g).

Lemma 4.1. For X ∈ m⊕ a⊕ n, Iν(X)δ = −〈ν + ρ,X〉 δ.

Proof. This follows from the definitions. �
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Corollary 4.2. For anyu ∈ U(mC ⊕ aC ⊕ nC) andf ∈ VK ,

Iν ⊗ I ′ν(τν+ρ(u)) · (f ⊗ δ) = (Iν(u)f)⊗ δ.

Proof. This follows from the previous Lemma. �

Definition. Letpr : U(gC) → U(hC) be the projection corresponding to the
decompositionU(gC) = U(hC) ⊕ [(nC ⊕ nM)U(gC) + U(gC)(n̄C ⊕ n̄M ])
(arising from the decompositiongC = nC ⊕ nM ⊕ hC ⊕ n̄C ⊕ n̄M by the
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem).

Lemma 4.3. For z ∈ Z≤d, we have

z − pr(z) ∈ U(nC)U(aC)≤d−2U(kC).

Proof. It suffices to show thatz − pr(z) ∈ U(nC)U(gC)≤d−2U(kC), since
gC = nC ⊕ aC ⊕ kC.

Let B(nC), B(n̄C), B(nM) andB(n̄M) be bases fornC, n̄C, nM andn̄M ,
respectively, consisting ofhC-eigenvectors. LetB(aC) andB(bC) be bases
for aC andbC, respectively.

By Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt, one may uniquely expressz as a linear com-
bination of terms of the form:

D = X1 . . . XnY1 . . . YmA1 . . . AtB1 . . . BrX1 . . . XkY 1 . . . Y l

whereX∗ ∈ B(nC), Y∗ ∈ B(nM), A∗ ∈ B(aC), B∗ ∈ B(bC),X∗ ∈ B(n̄C)
andY ∗ ∈ B(n̄M). Then z − pr(z) consists of the sum of all termsD
for which n + m + k + l 6= 0. We show that each such term satisfies
D ∈ U(nC)U(gC)≤d−2U(kC).

In view of the fact thatz − pr(z) commutes withaC, one hasn = 0 iff
k = 0. Further, ifn = k = 0, then the fact thatz − pr(z) commutes with
bC impliesm = 0 iff l = 0. Also one hasn+m+ t+ r + k + l ≤ d.

We now proceed in a case-by-case basis, using either the inclusionnM ⊕
bC⊕n̄M = mC ⊂ kC, or the observation that forX ∈ n̄C we haveθCX ∈ nC,
whileX + θCX ∈ kC (it is θC-stable!).

(1) k = l = 0 is impossible, for this would forcen = m = 0.
(2) k ≥ 1 and l ≥ 1. Thenn ≥ 1 so thatX1 . . . Xn ∈ U(nC),

Y 1 . . . Y l ∈ U(kC), andm+ t+ r + k ≤ d− 2.
(3) k = 0 and l ≥ 1. Thenn = 0 andm ≥ 1, so t ≤ d − 2. Since

[a,m] = 0 we may commute theA-terms past theY -terms, so
thatD is the product of theA-terms (at mostd − 2 of them) and
Y1 . . . YmB1 . . . BrY 1 . . . Y l ∈ U(kC).

(4) k ≥ 1 andl = 0. Thenn ≥ 1. Sets = Y1 . . . YmA1 . . . AtB1 . . . BrX1 . . . Xk−1

so thatD = X1 . . . Xn·s·Xk. Sincem+t+r+(k−1) ≤ d−1−n ≤
d−2, we haves ∈ U(gC)≤d−2. Then (recallθC is the complex-linear
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extension of the Cartan involutionθ to gC),

D = X1 . . . XnsXk = X1 . . . Xn · s · (Xk − θC(Xk))(4.5)

+ X1 . . . XnθC(Xk)s

+ X1 . . . Xn(sθC(Xk)− θC(Xk)s).

From the observation above, the first two terms on the right clearly
belong toU(nC)U(gC)≤d−2U(kC). Moreover,

[
s, θC(Xk)

]
∈ U(gC)≤d−2

(for any p ∈ U(gC)≤dp ,q ∈ U(gC)≤dq the general fact[p, q] ∈
U(gC)dp+dq−1 follows by induction on the degrees from the formula
[ab, c] = a[b, c] + [a, c]b). Thus the third term of (4.5) belongs to
U(nC)U(gC)≤d−2U(kC) also.

�

Corollary 4.4. Letz ∈ Z≤d. Then there existsb = b(z) ∈ U(nC)U(aC)≤d−2

such thatz − pr(z) + b(z) ∈ U(gC) · kC.

SinceIν(kC) annihilatesϕ0 andz · ϕ0 = χν(z)ϕ0, we haveIν(χν(z) −
pr(z) + b(z)) · ϕ0 = 0. In view of Corollary 4.2 we obtain:

(4.6) Iν ⊗ I ′ν(τν+ρ pr(z)− τν+ρb(z)− χν(z))(ϕ0 ⊗ δ) = 0

In what follows, we shall freely identify the algebraU(hC)W(hC : gC) with
the Weyl-invariant polynomial functions onh∗C.

GivenP ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC), we denote byP ′ : h∗C → hC its differential.
In other words, we identifyP with a polynomial function onh∗C, andP ′

denotes the derivative of this function; it takes values in the cotangent space
of h∗C, which is canonically identified at every point withhC.

We shall use the notationU(gC)[aC]≤r to denote polynomials of degree≤
r ona∗C, valued in the vector spaceU(gC). Note that givenJ ∈ U(gC)[aC]≤r

andν ∈ a∗C we can speak of the “value ofJ atν.” We denote it byJ(ν) and
it belongs toU(gC).

Lemma 4.5. LetP ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC) have degree≤ d. SetH = P ′(ν)
||ν||d−1 ∈

hC. Then there existsJ ∈ U(gC)[aC]≤d−2 such that

Iν ⊗ I ′ν

(
H +

J(ν)

‖ν‖d−1

)
· ϕ0 ⊗ δ = 0.

(As defined in Section 2,‖ν‖ denotes the norm ofν ∈ a∗C w.r.t. the Killing
form.)

Proof. The mapγHC : Z → U(hC)W(hC : gC) given byγHC(z) = τρh
pr(z) is

an isomorphism of algebras, the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. With the
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above identification, the infinitesimal character of(VK , Iν) corresponds to
“evaluation atν + ρ− ρh,” i.e. for P ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC):

(4.7) χν(γ
−1
HC(P)) = P(ν + ρa − ρh)

(See [12, Prop 8.22]; w.r.t. the maximal torusbC ⊂ mC, the infinitesimal
character of the trivial representation ofmC is (the Weyl-group orbit of)
ρ− ρh).

GivenP ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC) of degreed, we setz = γ−1
HC(P) in (4.6),

writing b(P) for the elementb(z). Note thatz ∈ Z(gC)≤d, as the Harish-
Chandra homomorphism “preserves degree” (see [3, 7.4.5(c)]), and hence
b(P) ∈ U(nC)U(aC)≤d−2.

Combining (4.6) and (4.7):ϕ0 ⊗ δ is then annihilated by the operator

(4.8)
(
τν+ρ−ρh

P − P(ν + ρa − ρh)− τν+ρb(P)
)
ϕ0 ⊗ δ = 0

Let x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , yn). If a polynomialp ∈ C[x] has
degreed, p(x + y) − p(y) = p′(y)(x) + q(x, y) whereq ∈ (C[x]) [y] has
degree at mostd − 2 in y, and the derivativep′(y) is understood to act as a
linear functional onx.

Applying this top = P , y = ν + ρ − ρh we see that there existsJ1 ∈
U(gC)[aC]≤d−2 with deg(J) ≤ d− 2 and

(4.9) τν+ρ−ρh
P − P(ν + ρ− ρh) = P ′(ν + ρ− ρh) + J1(ν)

Now b(P) ∈ U(nC) · U(aC)≤d−2, so the mapν 7→ τν+ρb(P) can be
regarded as an elementJ2 ∈ U(gC)[aC]≤d−2. Similarly ν 7→ P ′(ν + ρ −
ρh)− P ′(ν) defines an elementJ3 ∈ U(gC)[aC]≤d−2.

Combining these remarks with (4.8) and (4.9), we see that

(P ′(ν) + J1(ν) + J2(ν) + J3(ν))ϕ0 ⊗ δ = 0

SetJ ≡ J1 + J2 + J3 and divide by‖ν‖d−1 to conclude. �

Corollary 4.6. LetP ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC). Notations being as in Definition 3.8
and Lemma 3.9, suppose{ψn} is conveniently arranged. Thenµ∞(ϕ0, δ) is
P ′(ν̃∞)-invariant.

Proof. It suffices to verify this forP homogeneous, say of degreed. Com-
bining Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 3.7, and using the homogeneity ofP, we
see that there existsJ ∈ U(gC)[aC]≤d−2 so that(

P ′(ν̃n) +
J(νn)

||νn||d−1

)
· µn(ϕ0 ⊗ δ) = 0

Here (P ′ + . . . ) acts onµn(ϕ0 ⊗ δ) according to the natural action of
U(gC) onC∞

c (X)′K . Now fix g ∈ C∞
c (X)K . Let u → ut be the uniqueC-

linear anti-involution ofU(gC) such thatX t = −X for X ∈ gC ⊂ U(gC).
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Then we have for eachd

(4.10) µn (ϕ0 ⊗ δ)

((
P ′(ν̃n)−

J t(νn)

‖νn‖d−1

)
g

)
= 0.

Note that, asn varies, the quantity
(
P ′(ν̃n)− Jt(νn)

‖νn‖d−1

)
g remains in a

fixed finite dimensional subspace ofC∞(X)K . Further, it converges in that
subspace toP ′(ν̃∞)g.

With these remarks in mind, we can pass to the limitn→∞ in (4.10) to
obtainµ∞(ϕ0 ⊗ δ)(P ′(ν∞)g) = 0, i.e.P ′(ν∞) annihilatesµ∞ as required.

�

It remains to show that the subspace

(4.11) S =
{
P ′(ν̃∞) | P ∈ U(hC)W(hC : gC)

}
⊂ hC

containsaC. By the Corollary this will show thata annihilates any limit
measure, or that this measure isA-invariant.

Lemma 4.7. LetW0 ⊂ W (hC : gC) be the stabilizer of̃ν∞ ∈ a∗C, and define
S as in (4.11). ThenS = hW0

C . In particular, if ν̃∞ is regular, thenS
containsaC.

Proof. This can be seen either from the fact thatS is the image of the
map on cotangent spaces induced by the quotient maph∗C → h∗C/W0, or
more explicitly: first construct many elements inU(hC)W(hC : gC) by aver-
aging overW (hC : gC), and then directly compute derivatives to obtain the
claimed equality.
W0 is generated by the reflections inW (hC : gC) fixing ν̃∞. In the case

whereν̃∞ is regular as an element inia∗R, the corresponding roots must be
trivial on all of a∗C. In particular, any element ofW0 fixes all ofaC. �

Corollary 4.8. Let notations be as in Proposition 3.13. Then any weak-*
limit σ∞ of the measuresσn isA-invariant.

Proof. After passing to an appropriate subsequence, we may assume that
{ψn} is conveniently arranged. Proposition 3.13, (1), shows thatσ∞(g) =
µ∞(ϕ0, δ)(g) wheneverg ∈ C∞

c (X)K . Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, to-
gether with the fact thatC∞

c (X)K is dense inC0(X), show thatσ∞ is A-
invariant. �

5. COMPLEMENTS

In this section we gather together several points complementing the main
text.
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5.1. Extensions to generalG. In practice we wish to apply our result to
groups which are slightly more general that the ones considered above.
Here we briefly discuss extensions of the present work to reductive groups.

From now on letG be a linear connected reductive Lie group,Γ < G a
lattice. (For “linear connected reductive”, we follow the definition of [12,
Chapter 1].) We setX = Γ\G as before, and define in additionXZ =
ZΓ\G, with Z = Z(G). XZ has finite volume w.r.t. theG-invariant mea-
sure. In a similar fashion we shall considerY = X/K andYZ = XZ/K.

SinceG is linear connected reductive, we have a decompositiong =
z⊕j g(j) wherez = Zg, and eachg(j) is a simple Lie algebra (an orthogonal
decomposition w.r.t. the Killing form), leading to a decompositionG =
ZG ×

∏
j G

(j) (almost direct product), where theG(j) are connected semi-
simple or compact normal subgroups.

Choosing the Cartan involution, the subalgebraa, etc. compatible with
this decomposition, letK = KZ×

∏
jK

(j) be theΘ-fixed maximal compact
subgroup. IfG(j) is compact thenK(j) = G(j), of course. Note that the
subgroupM = ZK(a) now includes the compact part of the center, as well
as all compact factors.

For a unitary characterω ∈ Ẑ, letL2(X,ω) denote the space of all mea-
surablef : X → C such thatf(zg) = ω(z)f(g) for all z ∈ Z, and such that
‖f‖2 =

∫
XZ
|f(x)|2dx < ∞. If ω is unramified(i.e. trivial onZ(G) ∩K),

then setL2(Y, ω) = L2(X,ω)K . If ω is unramified andψ ∈ L2(Y, ω),
then|ψ(y)|2 isZ-invariant, and we can define a finite measureµ̄ψ onYZ as
before.

An eigenfunctionψ ∈ L2(Y, ω) still generates an irreducible subrepre-
sentation ofG in L2(X,ω). From this we obtain, as in Section 3, a norm-
reducing intertwining operatorRψ : (VK , Iν) → L2(X,ω), and (as in Def-
inition 3.1) a mapµψ : VK ⊗ V ′

K → (C∞
c (XZ)K)′ as before (note that for

f1, f2 ∈ VK , Rψ(f1)Rψ(f2) is Z-invariant sinceω is unitary, and as before
itsL1 norm is at most the product of theL2 norms off1, f2 ∈ V ).

Let {ωn}∞n=1 be a sequence of unramified characters ofZ. We now con-
sider a sequence of eigenfunctions{ψn}∞n=1 such thatψn ∈ L2(Y, ωn), with
intertwining operatorsRn and parametersνn ∈ a∗C, and assume that theνn
escape to infinity.

Definition 5.1. Call the sequencenon-degenerateif for every non-compact

j, the sequence{ν(j)
n } ⊂

(
a

(j)
C

)∗
is non-degenerate in the sense of Defini-

tion 3.8.

Remark5.2. As before, for a non-degenerate sequence we haveRe(νn) = 0
and Im(νn) regular for large enoughn. However, the rates at which the
different components ofνn tend to infinity need not be the same.
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Indeed, defining ãν(j)
n for eachj by normalizingν(j)

n , and passing to
a subsequence where they all converge, the non-degeneracy assumption
amounts to assuming that the limitsν̃(j) are regular (i.e. do not lie on any
wall). Of course, the rate of convergence at differentj may be different.

Lemma 3.10 and its subsequent Corollary continue to hold (replaceC∞
c (X)

with C∞
c (XZ)). The only modification to the proof is that one should only

consider functionspX given byX ∈ g(j), rescaling by
∥∥∥ν(j)

n

∥∥∥. The Stone-

Weierstrass argument will show that the algebra generated by these “lim-
ited” pX is dense. Defining the lift as before (using theδ distribution at
1 ∈M\K), we obtain the positivity of the limits.

In the same vein it is clear that by usingU(g
(j)
C ) and its center (which

is contained in the center ofU(gC)), the analysis of Section 4 shows that
a non-degenerate limit isa(j)-invariant for all non-compactj, and hence
A-invariant. As before, everyµRn isM -invariant, hence so isµ∞.

5.2. Degenerate limits. It is an interesting and natural problem to extend
the results of the present paper to degenerate limits, i.e. sequence of eigen-
functionsψn such that νn‖νn‖ converges to one of the walls of a Weyl chamber.

The non-degeneracy assumption was used in several places in the above
arguments. The first was in the assertion that the intertwining maps from the
models(πν , VK) to L2(X) were isometries for theL2 norm onVK , so that
the total variation of the measuresµTψ(f1, f2) was bounded independently
of the parameterν of ψ. Secondly, we used it in the proof of positivity of
the limit measures by integration by parts. Finally, it was used to conclude
that the limit measures is indeed invariant under the full Cartan subgroup
A.

The first use can be removed in a straightforward manner resulting in a
lift of the limit measure which is a positive measure onX. However, the
question of invariance is more subtle, and one might expect the methods
presented here to only show invariance under an appropriate subtorus ofA.
We hope to revisit this issue in the future.

5.3. Geometry of the Cartan flow and flats. A symmetric space comes
with a rich structure of flat subspaces; these are an important part of the
large-scale geometry of the space. Our aim here is to discuss the connection
of the Cartan flow (i.e. the action ofA onX/M ) with the structure of flats.
Crudely speaking, the Cartan flow is analogous to the geodesic flow, but
with “geodesic” replaced by “flat.” This highlights the fact that the present
result is a generalization of the rank1 situation, where flatsare geodesics.
(The present result, however, is new even in the case of hyperbolic3-space,
on account of its equivariance.)
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LetG and other notations be as fixed in Section 2.1, and letr be the real
rank ofG,W = W (a : g) the Weyl group.

An r-flat in S is, by definition, a subspace isometric toRr with the flat
metric. Given anyr-flat F ⊂ S and a pointP ∈ F , there is a canonical
W -conjugacy classCP,F of isometries froma to F , all mapping0 to P .
Indeed, we may assume thatP = xK , in which case we may identifyF (via
the inverse exponential mapping) with a subset ofp, which may be shown
(see [16]) to be a maximal abelian subspace. In particular, this subset is
conjugate underK to a, and this conjugacy is unique up to the action of the
Weyl group, whence the assertion.

An orientationϕ of the pair(P, F ) will be an elementϕ ∈ CP,F ; there
are therefore precisely|W | orientations for any pair(P, F ). A chamberwill
be a triple(P, F, ϕ) of a pointP , a flatF containingP , and an orientation
for (P, F, ϕ). In the caser = 1, a chamber is equivalent to a geodesic ray:
given a chamber(P, F, ϕ), the setϕ−1([0,∞)) is a geodesic ray beginning
atP .

The chamber bundleof S, denotedCS, will be the set of all chambers.
G acts transitively onCS and the stabilizer of a point is conjugate toZK(a)
(= M ). In particular,CS has the structure of a differentiable manifold, and
it is a fiber bundle overS; each fiber is isomorphic toK/ZK(a).

The additive group ofa acts in an evident way onCS: givenX ∈ a and a
chamber(P, F, ϕ), one definesX(P, F, ϕ) = (ϕ−1(X), F, ϕ′), where there
is a unique choice ofϕ′ that makes this a continuous action. In particular,
CS carries a naturalRr action. In the caser = 1 this is the geodesic flow
on the unit tangent bundle.

Finally, if Γ is any discrete subgroup ofG, one sees thatRr acts onΓ\CS,
which fibers overΓ\S. The main result of the present paper may be phrased
as follows: a measure onΓ\S arising from a limit of eigenfunction mea-
sures lifts to anRr-invariant measure onΓ\CS.

5.4. Relation to ΨDOs. Zelditch’s original proof for hyperbolic2-space
involved the construction of an equivariant pseudodifferential calculus based
on the non-Euclidean Fourier transform of Helgason. It is certainly reason-
able to expect that this could be generalized to higher rank; however, for
the application to quantum chaos, the methods of this paper seem more effi-
cient. In either approach, the positivity and Cartan invariance require proof.

Of course, the two methods are very closely linked. In this section we
translate the representation-theoretic methods of this paper to the microlocal
viewpoint. In fact, we will only do the bare minimum to show that the
microlocal lifts constructed in the present paper are “compatible” with the
standard construction for a general Riemannian manifold described in [2].
We will also only sketch the proof; it is more or less formal.
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From the microlocal viewpoint the system under consideration resembles
completely integrable systems, in that there are several commuting observ-
able; see e.g. [20]. Of course, the Cartan flow differs from the completely
integrable case in that it is very chaotic.

Initially let the notation be as in the introduction; in particular letY
be a compact Riemannian manifold,∆ the Laplacian onY , S∗Y the unit
cotangent bundle. We fix a quantization schemeOp that associates to a
smooth functiona on S∗Y a pseudo-differential operatorOp(a) on Y of
order 0. Let ψn be a sequence of eigenfunctions of∆ with eigenvalues
λn → −∞, s.t. the measurēµ∞ = limn→∞ |ψn|2dρ exists. Then, after
possibly passing to a subsequence, the limita 7→ 〈Op(a)ψn, ψn〉 exists for
all 0-homogeneousa and defines a positive measureµ∞ that lifts µ̄∞. We
shall refer to this as astandard microlocal lift.

Now let us follow the notation of Section 2.1. For simplicity we shall
assumeG simple and center-free andΓ < G co-compact. We shall also
identify g andp with their duals by means of the Killing form, and we will
identify the tangent and cotangent bundle ofY by means of the Riemannian
structure (induced from the Killing form as well). We denote by‖·‖ the
norm induced ong andg∗ by the Killing form.

Let us recall more carefully the connection betweenX and the tangent
bundle ofY . As before setX = Γ\G, Y = Γ\G/K, S = G/K, and
let π : X → Y denote the natural projection. LetTS andTY denote the
tangent bundles ofS andY , and letxK ∈ S be the point with stabilizerK.
LetT 1Y ⊂ TY be the unit tangent bundle; we will often implicitly identify
functions onT 1Y with 0-homogeneous functions onTY , and in particular
functions onT 1Y gives rise to pseudodifferential operators of order0.

We shall endowG×p with the leftG-action given byg(h, Y ) = (gh, Y ),
and with the rightK-action given by(h, Y )k = (hk, k−1Y k). There is a
natural mapG → S given byg 7→ gxK . This lifts to aG-equivariant map
G× p → TS; this latter map is specified by requiring that its restriction to
{e} × p be the usual identification ofp with the tangent space toS at xK .
Taking quotients byΓ, we descend to a map also denotedπ : X×p → TY .
This map is constant onK-orbits, and factors through to a mapX×p/K →
TY .

In view of our identification of tangent and cotangent bundles, the symbol
of a pseudodifferential operator onY may then be regarded as aK-invariant
function onX × p. We shall fix a quantization schemeOp that associates
to such a symbol a pseudo-differential operator onY .

Let{ψn}∞n=1 ⊂ L2(Y ) be a sequence of eigenfunctions onY with param-
etersνn ∈ a∗ and so that νn‖νn‖ → ν̃. We shall assume that{ψn} is conve-
niently arranged in the sense of Definition 3.8. We letλn be the Laplacian
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eigenvalue ofψn (this differs by a constant from−‖νn‖2, in fact). We can
and will also regard theψn asK-invariant functions onX. Associated to
eachψn is anG-intertwinerRn : (VK , Iνn) → L2(X).

We shall useo(1) to denote quantities with go to0 as‖νn‖ → ∞.
Let other notations be as in Section 3.3. The relation between theΨDO

viewpoint and the methods of this paper are summarized in:

Proposition. Let a ∈ C∞(TY ) be such thata is 0-homogeneous. Letg ∈
C∞(X) be defined byg(x) = a(π(x, ν̃)). Suppose thatg is rightK-finite.
Then

(5.1) 〈Op(a)ψn, ψn〉 = µn(ϕ0, δ)(g) + o(1).

It follows that if µ∞,T 1Y is a standard microlocal lift thenµ∞,T 1Y is sup-
ported onπ(X × {ν̃}), and the restriction ofµ∞,T 1Y to this copy ofX is a
microlocal lift in the sense of the current paper.

Proof. In three stages.
First step.We first verify that, ifg = 0, then〈Op(a)ψn, ψn〉 = o(1).
Let P be aK-invariant polynomial onp of degreed and consider the

function P̃ : (x,A) ∈ X × p 7→ P (A). The functionP̃ descends toTY ,
and there is an invariant differential operatorDP on Y of degreed whose
symbol agrees with̃P . Sinceψn is an eigenfunction for the ring of invariant
differential operators, it follows in particular thatψn is an eigenfunction for
DP with eigenvalueP (νn). It follows that, for anyb ∈ C∞(X × p)K ,
(5.2)
P (νn)

‖νn‖d
〈Op(b)ψn, ψn〉 =

〈Op(b)DPψn, ψn〉
‖νn‖d

=
〈Op(bP̃ )ψn, ψn〉

‖νn‖d
+ o(1).

(5.2) implies, in particular, that ifP (ν̃) = 0 the statement of the Proposi-
tion holds fora = bP̃ . We can deduce the claim of the first step by density:
if a|X×{ν̃}K is identically0, then one can verify thata may be densely ap-
proximated (in the topology induced by symbol-norm) by linear combina-
tions of functionsb · P whereP (ν̃) = 0. We conclude usingL2-bounds on
pseudodifferential operators ([10, Thm. 18.1.11] and remarks after proof.)

Second step.We next construct an explicit class of test functionsa for
which (5.1) holds.

Let σ ∈ C∞(X)K , u ∈ U(g) of degree≤ d, and letπ∗ andπ∗ be, re-
spectively, the pull-back and push-forward operations on functions arising
from π : X → Y . (In other words,π∗ is obtained by integrating alongK-
orbits.) Letmultσ be the operation “multiplication byσ” on C∞(X). We
can define by the spectral calculus of self-adjoint operators an endomor-
phism(1−∆)−d/2 : C∞(Y ) → C∞(Y ). We then define an endomorphism
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of C∞(Y ) via the rule

MyOp(σ) : f 7→ π∗ ◦multσ ◦ u ◦ π∗ ◦ (1−∆)−d/2f

In other words, one applies(1−∆)−d/2, lifts the resulting function toX,
appliesu and multiplies byσ, and pushes back down toY .

Regardu as defining (its “symbol”) a polynomial functionud of degree
d on g∗ (therefore ong) and letaσ,u be the followingK-invariant function
onX × p:

aσ,u : (x,A) ∈ X × p 7→ 1

||A||d

∫
K

σ(xk)ud(k
−1Ak)dk

We verify (5.1) fora = aσ,u andgσ,u
def
= aσ,u|X × {ν̃}. Note that

(5.3) gσ,u(x) =

∫
K

σ(xk)ud(k
−1ν̃k)dk

The operatormultσ ◦ u is clearly a differential operator onX, and one
deduces that the operatorπ∗◦multσ◦u◦π∗ is, in fact, a differential operator
onY . One computes that the symbol of this latter operator is associated to
theK-invariant function(x,A) ∈ X × p 7→

∫
K
σ(xk)ud(k

−1Ak)dk. We
deduce that:

(5.4) 〈MyOp(σ)ψn, ψn〉 − 〈Op(aσ,u)ψn, ψn〉 = o(1)

Further, if we regardψn as aK-invariant function onX:

(5.5) 〈MyOp(σ)ψn, ψn〉 = (1− λn)
−d/2

∫
X

ψn(x)σ(x)(uψn)(x) dx

On the other hand, recall the definition ofµn from Section 3.2. Letδ(N)

be theN -truncation ofδ (see Definition 2.3). ChoosingN sufficiently large,
we haveµn(ϕ0, δ)gσ,u = µTn (ϕ0, δN)gσ,u; in particular

µn(ϕ0, δ)gσ,u =

∫
X

dxψn(x) ·Rn(δN)(x) ·
∫
K

σ(xk)ud(k
−1ν̃k)dk(5.6)

=

∫
X

∫
K

dx dk ψn(x)Rn(δN)(xk−1)σ(x)ud(k
−1ν̃k)(5.7)

=

∫
X

dxψn(x)σ(x)Rn

(∫
K

dk ud(kν̃k−1)Iνn(k) δN

)
(5.8)

At the last step, we make the substitutionk 7→ k−1, and use the fact that
the representationIνn|K is just the operation of right translation.

To simplify this further, we use Lemma 2.8.
Let pu be the functionk 7→ ud(kν̃k

−1); it defines a function onM\K and
thus we can regardpu ∈ VK . Denote bypu the complex conjugate ofpu.
SinceδN is, as a function onM\K, an approximation to aδ-function, we
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have asN → ∞:
∫
K
dk ud(kν̃k−1)Iνn(k)δN → pu. Here the convergence

occurs inC(M\K). It follows that for anyn:

(5.9) µn(ϕ0, δ)gσ,u = 〈ψn(x)σ(x), Rn(pu)〉L2(X)

In view of the definitions, the right-hand side of (5.9) is justµn(ϕ0, pu)(σ).
By (the proof of) Lemma 3.10,µn(ϕ0, pu)(σ) = µn(puϕ0, ϕ0)(σ) + o(1).
Consequently,

(5.10) µn(ϕ0, δ)gσ,u =

∫
X

ψn(x)Rn(pu)(x)σ(x)dx+ o(1)

On the other hand, a computation with Lemma 2.8 shows that

pu −
Iνn(u)ϕ0

(1− λn)d/2
→ 0 in L2(M\K).

Combining this with (5.10), we obtain:

(5.11) µn(ϕ0, δ)gσ,u − (1− λn)
−d/2

∫
X

ψn(x)σ(x)uψn(x)dx = o(1)

In view of (5.4), (5.5) and (5.11) we have verified (5.1) in the case of
a = aσ,u.

Third step.Note that, in the statement of the Proposition, the functiong is
necessarily rightM -invariant. In view of what has been proved, it now suf-
fices to check that functions of the formgσ,u (see (5.3)) spanC∞(X/M)K .
This is easily reduced to checking that the linear span of the functions
k 7→ ud(k

−1ν̃k) is a dense subspace ofC(M\K). This is shown in the
proof of Lemma 3.10. �
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